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INTERSTATE 30 BUSINESS PARK
3129 - 3225 Interstate 30 | Mesquite, Texas

• Interstate 30 exposure

• Easy access

• Newly renovated

• Ample parking

Building Features

• Office and warehouse space available

• Flexible, simple lease

• Short- and long-term lease opportunities

• New business friendly with no financial history 
required

• Full service

• Immediate occupancy

Available Space
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INTERSTATE 30 BUSINESS PARK

Mesquite is a community located just a few minutes east of Dallas, near enough to be able to take 
advantage of the economic powerhouse, yet far enough that it still retains its own distinctive character. 
Nearly one hundred major businesses call Mesquite home, and hundreds of other small businesses exist in 
the area, making the search for the right office space for rent in Mesquite, TX a challenging proposition for 
many companies and organizations.

SKY Interests seeks to alleviate the hassle that small and mid-sized businesses often encounter when 
attempting to secure the right office space for rent in Mesquite, TX to suit their needs. They specialize in 
working with smaller tenants and operations, who are traditionally underserved by the larger real estate 
brokers and investors. They also have a unique approach that lets them identify and then later acquire 
underutilized property at great rates. Combined with their knowledge and experience of smart remodeling 
and refurbishing techniques, they are often able to provide excellent office space for rent in Mesquite, TX at 
significantly better rates than most of their competition.

SKY Interests also places a unique emphasis on being able to offer flexible leasing terms to their renters. 
They understand that smaller businesses often experience rapid change which can cause them to 
re-evaluate their needs and goals. Sky Interests strives to provide these organizations the flexibility they 
need in order to be able to strategically adjust their own goals quickly and affordably. 


